Theorem. Let G be a finite group and H a solvable subgroup of G. Suppose that the Schreier conjecture holds. Then G is solvable iff G has an H-composition series.
If G is a finite solvable group then for all £/_G such //-composition series exist. These can be obtained by refinement into irreducible //-factors of any chief series of G. If G is not solvable then, for particular H, such series may not exist. This is easily seen by letting G be simple nonabelian and H any proper subgroup.
The object of this note will be to shed some light on restrictions that one must have on finite groups G and //_G if such //-composition series occur. All groups are finite. If {GJo 's a subnormal series of G we denote by G(i) the factor G^/Gi and call {GU)}Ï the factors of the series. A factor of G is a group R/S where S<]R^G.
If K\L is a factor of G then we can in a natural way define AutG(£/£) as N(K)C\N(L)\C(K\L) and OwtG(K\L) as
These groups correspond to the automorphisms and outer automorphisms that G induces on the factor K/L. If 2 is a group, then Ü is said to be involved in G if 2 is isomorphic to some factor of G. If 2! is a nonabelian simple group, then K/L is called a 2-factor if it is the direct product of isomorphic copies of S.
If S is a nonabelian simple group the Schreier conjecture states that
Out(H) = Aut(2)/In (2) 
R(S). The Frattini argument applied to RnN^NR(S) <¡ N(S) yields that N(S)=NH(S)-NR(S). Since R=K-(RrMi), it follows by Dedekind's theorem that NR(S)=K-(R C\H) ■ f) N(S) = (R nH) ■ NK(S). Thus we have that N(S)=NH(S) ■ NK(S) or that G=NH(S) ■ K. Since G=HK, HnK= 1, we arrive at NH(S) = H or H<N(S). This forces K=S and thus G is solvable.
Lemma 2. Let G be a semidirect product of K by H with H maximal in G. Suppose K is a H-factor where 2 is a nonabelian simple group. If G satisfies the Schreier conjecture for any simple direct summand ofK then 2 is involved in H.
Proof.
Let S be a simple direct summand of K. Then S is isomorphic to 2. We can choose hu---,ht a full set of coset representatives of NH(S) in H and K=Shi x • ■ ■ x Sh>. Suppose a 1<R^S such that NH(S) normalizes R. Since for x e NH(S), 3 1 ^l^k, y e NH(S), such that A¿x/í¿=j • A¡ we get that RhiX-• -xRht is normalized by H. This yields that R=S. Now induction applies to the semidirect product of S by NH(S). If |S • NH(S)\< |G| we conclude that 2 is involved in NH(S) and therefore in H. Thus we can conclude that K=S. Let T=C(S). Then T<¡ G and F O 5= 1. If F<i7 since H is maximal we get that G=HT. It follows that SgŜ TlT^STnH/TnH and again 2 is involved in H. If T<H we look at G\T. Our assumption of the Schreier conjecture yields G[ST and thus H/T solvable. Thus Lemma 1 applies to make G\T solvable. This final contradiction, since ST/T is not solvable, proves Lemma 2. The proof of our theorem follows easily from Lemma 2. By the definition of //-composition series it is easy to see that H either covers or avoids each G(i). If H covers this factor then surely GH) and thus 2 is involved in H.
